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Announcements
• If anyone’s going back to Boston near a T station 

immediately after the end of the conference on Friday, I’d 
love a ride. (Faster than the train alternative. I’m happy to 
get back ASAP.)

• Stuff I’m not talking about but might be interesting to 
some of you:

• Tridiagonal solvers

• bzip2-style lossless compression

• Heterogeneous multi-node global-illumination rendering 
(substitute your hard heterogeneous problem here)



GPU Programming Model
• A kernel is executed as a grid of 

thread blocks

• A thread block is a fixed-maximum-
size (~512) batch of threads that 
can cooperate with each other by:

• Efficiently sharing data through 
shared memory

• Synchronizing their execution

• Two threads from two different 
blocks cannot cooperate

• Blocks are independent
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• Hardware responsible for assigning blocks to “SMs” (“streaming 
multiprocessors” or “cores”—think of them as virtual blocks). 

• Different GPUs have different numbers of SMs.

GPU Hardware, High Level
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SM Multithreaded Multiprocessor
• Each SM runs a block of threads

• SM has 32 SP Thread Processors

• Run as a “warp” in lockstep

• 99 GFLOPS peak x 16 SMs at 1.544 GHz
(1 MAD/clock/SP)

• IEEE 754 32-bit floating point

• Scalar ISA

• Up to 768 threads, hw multithreaded

• 16 or 48 KB shared memory, 48 or 16 
KB hardware-managed cache
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Mapping SW to HW
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Synchronization Toolbox (1)

• Within a thread block & within a warp:

• In hardware, warps run synchronously

• Hardware manages branch divergence
(idle threads go to sleep)

• The width of a warp is only vaguely exposed by
the programming model

• Different for different vendors (Intel: 16,
NVIDIA: 32, AMD: 64)

• Warps have _all, _any, _ballot hw intra-warp functions
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Synchronization Toolbox (2)
• Within a thread block & across warps:

• _syncthreads is a barrier for threads within a warp

• No need to synchronize between threads within warp

• Newest NVIDIA GPUs add _syncthreads_count(p),
_syncthreads_or(p), _syncthreads_and(p) for predicate p

• _threadfence_block: all memory accesses are visible to all 
threads within block

• _threadfence: all memory accesses visible to all threads on 
GPU

• _threadfence_system: all memory accesses visible to
threads on GPU and also CPU
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Synchronization Toolbox (3)

• Threads within a block can read/write shared memory

• Best approximation of shared-memory model is CREW: 
concurrent reads, exclusive write

• Hardware makes no guarantees about who will win if 
concurrent writes

• Memory accesses can be guaranteed to compile into actual 
read/write with volatile qualifier

• Atomics on shared memory: 32b, 64b ints; 32b float for exch 
and add

• add, sub, exch, min, max, inc, dec, CAS, bitwise {and, or, xor}
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Synchronization Toolbox (4)
• Threads within a block can read/write global memory

• Same atomics as shared memory

• Memory accesses can be guaranteed to compile into 
actual read/write with volatile qualifier

• Fermi has per-block L1 cache and global L2 cache

• On Fermi, volatile means “bypass L1 cache”

• Implicit global-memory barrier between dependent 
kernels

 vec_minus<<<nblocks, blksize>>>(a, b, c);
vec_dot<<<nblocks, blksize>>>(c, c);

• No other synchronization instructions! Why? Let’s pop 
up a level and talk about CUDA’s goals.
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invocation: 10–14 µs, 
asynchronous: 3–7



Big Ideas in the GPU Model

1. One thread maps to one data element (lots of threads!)

2. Write programs as if they run on one thread

3. CPUs mitigate latency. GPUs hide latency by switching to 
another piece of work.

4. Blocks within a kernel are independent



• Same program runs on both GPUs

• Scalable performance!

Scaling the Architecture 
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Consequences of Independence
• Any possible interleaving of blocks must be valid

• Blocks presumed to run to completion without preemption

• Can run in any order

• Can run concurrently OR sequentially

• Therefore, blocks may coordinate but not synchronize or 
communicate

• Can’t have a global barrier: blocks running to completion 
may block other blocks from launching

• Can’t ask block A to wait for block B to do something, or for 
B to send to A: A might launch before B



Outline

• Persistent threads

• Persistent thread global barriers

• Spin-locks for shared resources

• Higher-order (and better) synchronization primitives

• Hardware biases (permutation)

• Work queues



S05: High Performance Computing with CUDA 15

Tree-Based Parallel Reductions

Commonly done in traditional GPGPU
Ping-pong between render targets, reduce by 1/2 at a time
Completely bandwidth bound using graphics API
Memory writes and reads are off-chip, no reuse of 
intermediate sums

CUDA solves this by exposing on-chip shared 
memory

Reduce blocks of data in shared memory to save bandwidth
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Traditional reductions
• Ideal: n reads, 1 write.

• Block size 256 threads. Thus:

• Read n items, write back n/256 items. (Kernel 1)

• Implicit synchronization between kernels, and possibly 
round-trip communication (400 µs) to CPU to launch second 
kernel.

• Read n/256 items, write back 1 item. If too big for one block, 
recurse. (Kernel 2)

• Or could sum using an atomic add, but we’ll ignore that for the 
moment.



Persistent Threads

• GPU programming model suggests one thread per item

• What if you filled the machine with just enough blocks to keep all 
processors busy, then asked each thread to stay alive until the input was 
complete?

• More like a traditional CPU program

• Essentially replaces hardware scheduler with software

• Reduction example: now intermediate results are O(number of SMs) rather 
than O(input size)

m0 m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8 m9 m10 m11 m12 m13 m14 m15

⊕0 ⊕1 ⊕2 ⊕3

⊕4 ⊕5 ⊕6 ⊕7

⊕8 ⊕9 ⊕10 ⊕11

⊕12 ⊕13 ⊕14 ⊕15

[figure: Duane Merrill]
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Persistent Threads

• Use cases: 

• Avoid CPU-GPU round-trip synchronization

• Load-balancing: PT can use a software queue to 
(re)distribute irregularly-{produced,consumed} work

• Producer-consumer locality within kernel

• Cheaper global synchronization (next slide)

• Minus: More overhead per thread (register pressure)

• Minus: Violent anger of vendors

Recent work in our 
group. In submission.

[joint work with Kshitĳ Gupta and Jeff Stuart]
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Volkov & Demmel (SC 
’08): synchronous 

kernel invocation: 10–
14 µs, asynchronous: 

3–7. This method: 1.3–
2 µs.



Spin Lock

Tesla Reads (ms) Tesla Writes (ms) Fermi Reads (ms) Fermi Writes (ms)

Contentious Volatile 0.848 0.829 0.494 0.175
Noncontentious Volatile 0.590 0.226 0.043 0.029
Contentious Atomic 78.407 78.404 1.479 1.470
Noncontentious Atomic 0.845 0.991 0.437 0.312
Contentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 0.923 0.915 1.473 0.824
Noncontentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 0.601 0.228 0.125 0.050

Table 1: Times for different numbers and types of memory accesses on Tesla and Fermi. The results for each were obtained by performing one thousand
memory accesses per block with a fully saturated GPU (240 blocks on Tesla, 128 blocks on Fermi). The comparison of results on the same GPU is important,
the comparison of absolute results between Tesla and Fermi does not matter. With contentious memory accesses, each block accesses the exact same four-byte
word continuously. With noncontentious memory accesses, each block accesses its own unique four-byte word continuously. All accesses are cached on
Fermi, and none are cached on Tesla (Tesla has no cache).

Algorithm 1 A spin lock implemented on NVIDIA GPUs using
CUDA. On the CPU, the user first allocates a word of memory and
sets it to zero. On the GPU, to acquire the lock, a thread will simply
continue to atomically exchange the value of the lock with 1. If the
old value is ever 0, it means the lock is free and the thread then just
acquired the lock. To return the lock, a thread simply sets the value
back to 0. This is a less-than-ideal implementation, especially on
the GPU, due to the high atomic contention involved in acquiring
the lock. Also, we use atomicExch() instead of a volatile store and
threadfence() because the atomic queue has predictable behavior,
threadfence() does not (i.e. it can vary greatly in execution time if
other memory operations are pending).
function CPU: CreateSpinLock
1: X AllocateGPUWord()
2: *X 0
3: return X

function GPU: SpinLock(Lock)
1: Locked false
2: while Locked = false do
3: OldVal atomicExch(Lock, 1)
4: if OldVal = 0 then
5: Locked true
6: end if
7: end while

function GPU: SpinUnlock(Lock)
1: : atomicExch(Lock, 0)

divided into contentious accesses and noncontentious accesses. At
the final level, we divide the sets into read/load benchmarks and
write/store benchmarks.

The GPU is made up of a number of shared multiprocessors (SMs,
essentially vector processing units). Each SM can hold up to a fixed
number of blocks at any one time (both GPUs we consider allow
up to eight), depending on kernel resource usage (e.g. registers per
block), so we can saturate the SMs and achieve maximum memory
bandwidth with very few blocks. Thus we do not have to worry
about block start-up/spin-down costs affecting our timings.

The GPU already has very fast intra-block synchronization intrin-
sics, and it makes little sense to have hundreds of threads in the
same block contending for the same primitive. Hence the work
we describe here has block semantics, meaning an entire block (or
only one thread within a block) acquires a mutex/semaphore rather
than each individual thread (note this does not preclude a block
from holding more than one resource at a time). Block semantics
are common in GPU programming; because inter-block synchro-
nization is much more expensive than intra-block synchronization,
it is more efficient to have only one request per block then use the
faster intra-block synchronization mechanisms to arbitrate between
threads in a block.

Our benchmarks test the memory system when memory locations
are accessed by only a single thread per block (we refer to the se-
lected thread as the master thread). In each benchmark, the mas-
ter thread simply performs its type of memory access (e.g. con-
tentious atomic read) one thousand times. For contentious mem-
ory accesses, every master thread continuously accesses the same
four-byte word. For noncontentious accesses, they repeatedly ac-
cess their own unique four-byte word that lies within its own 256-
byte boundary, so the words are not on the same memory line.
Volatile loads (VLs) and stores (VSs) are self-explanatory. For
atomic reads, we use atomicAdd(memory, 0) and for atomic writes,
we use atomicExch(memory, 0).

We implemented an additional four tests beyond the aforemen-
tioned eight. Because atomics are slower than volatile memory
accesses, it could be beneficial to limit the number of atomic ac-
cesses necessary and perform all/as much of the necessary atomic
accesses as early as possible, and to then rely only on volatile ac-
cesses at the end of the algorithms. However, as atomics essentially
serialize memory transactions, we wanted to investigate what hap-
pens to the memory system when a volatile access immediately

We would like to thank NVIDIA architect anonymous for his valu-
able insights into the GPU hardware, especially the memory system
and atomic units.

• Lock stores 0 if unlocked, 1 if 
locked

• To lock, swap 1 with lock

• Succeeded if we get a 0 back

• Otherwise try again

• To unlock, swap 0 with lock

• More predictable than 
volatile-write + threadfence

• Bad: High atomic contention



• Important parameters for synchronization design:

• Atomic:volatile ratio, especially under contention. Are spin locks viable?

• Contentious:noncontentious ratio. Do sleeping algorithms make sense? 

• Atomic capture: Does an atomic hold a cache line hostage?

Lots ‘o Stats

Tesla Reads Tesla Writes Fermi Reads Fermi Writes

Volatiles 1.44⇥ 3.67⇥ 11.49⇥ 6.03⇥
Atomics 92.79⇥ 79.12⇥ 3.38⇥ 4.71⇥
Volatiles preceded by Atomic 1.54⇥ 4.01⇥ 11.78⇥ 16.48⇥

Table 2: Ratios of time required for contentious accesses to noncontentious accesses. Fermi and Tesla results are compared to different baselines. Fermi results
are 128k (one thousand per block on a saturated GPU) contentious accesses compared to the same number of noncontentious Fermi accesses, Tesla results
are 240k (one thousand per block on a saturated GPU) contentious accesses compared to the same number of noncontentious Tesla accesses. All accesses are
cached on Fermi, none are cached on Tesla because Tesla has no cache. Contentious Tesla atomics are very expensive compared to all other reads. Fermi
atomics have much better behavior under contention, but are still slower than noncontentious accesses. On Fermi, but not on Tesla, the atomic unit seems to
serialize all transactions on the same line until no more pending transactions exist. Under contention, this yields a cascading effect, turning all accesses into
serialized (atomic) accesses.

Tesla Reads Tesla Writes Fermi Reads Fermi Writes

Contentious Atomics 92.46⇥ 94.57⇥ 2.99⇥ 8.40⇥
Noncontentious Atomics 1.43⇥ 4.38⇥ 10.16⇥ 10.76⇥
Contentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 1.08⇥ 1.10⇥ 2.98⇥ 4.71⇥
Noncontentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 1.02⇥ 1.01⇥ 2.91⇥ 1.72⇥

Table 3: Ratios of time required compared to volatile accesses. All Fermi results represent 128k (one thousand per block on a saturated GPU) memory
accesses compared against the same number of volatile accesses (again, on Fermi). All Tesla results represent 240k (one thousand per block on a saturated
GPU) memory accesses compared against the same number of volatile accesses (again, on Tesla). The most important trends in this information are 1)
contentious atomics on Fermi are far less punishing than on Tesla, and 2) the atomic units on Tesla do not serialize volatile accesses immediately following
atomic accesses.

ing threads/blocks reach a specific point in code before any
thread/block may progress beyond that point.

Mutex A synchronization primitive that guarantees mutual exclu-
sion and serialized access to a critical section, which is ac-
complished via lock() and unlock() methods.

Semaphore A synchronization primitive that guarantees that no
more than n threads/blocks can access a critical section si-
multaneously, which is accomplished via wait() (similar to
lock()) and post() (similar to unlock()) methods.

Spinning (CPU) When a thread continuously monitors for a change
of state by polling a memory location.

Spinning (GPU) When a thread uses processor time to simultane-
ously wait for a change of state and then modify that state.
This is done by aggressively accessing a memory location
using an atomic operation (e.g. atomicExch()).

Sleeping/Blocking (CPU) When the OS puts a thread to sleep un-
til a certain condition has been met. This frees up all processor-
specific resources consumed by a thread and prevents the
thread from receiving processor time.

Sleeping/Blocking (GPU) When a thread or block polls a mem-
ory location continuously using volatile memory accesses,
waiting for a change of state before advancing. An SM can
never put a block to sleep (in the GPU programming model, a
block must execute until completion and cannot be swapped
out); at least one thread will always request cycles on the
SM. And the SM cannot temporarily reallocate resources
such as registers and shared memory; the block must fully
finish execution first. This is not a sleep in the CPU sense of
the word (meaning a thread consumes no processor-specific
resources), but it is the least performance-impacting method
of waiting available on the GPU.

Fetch-and-Add Mutex A common instruction on many proces-
sors is the “fetch-and-add”/“atomic increment” instruction.
This instruction can be used to write an efficient mutex with
minimal atomics. Essentially the mutex has two variables:
a ticket and a turn. In lock(), a thread uses fetch-and-add to
atomically increment ticket, then waits until turn matches the
returned value from the fetch-and-add. In unlock(), a thread
simply uses fetch-and-add to increment turn.

Backoff When a spinning thread does meaningless work to tem-
porarily relieve contention of a resource (e.g. the memory
bus).

Centralized Algorithm When all participating threads/blocks use
a single resource, such as the same word in memory, to com-
plete the majority of an operation.

Decentralized Algorithm When each participating thread/block
uses its own unique resource, such as a distinct word in mem-
ory, to complete the majority of an operation.

There are many design decisions we must make for each primi-
tive. Should we use a spin or sleep strategy? Should we use a
backoff algorithm? Should we use a centralized algorithm, or a
distributed/decentralized algorithm? The lowest common denomi-
nator of GPU synchronization primitive is the spin lock, which uses
many atomic operations; we believe we can achieve better perfor-
mance by designing primitives that limit the number of atomic ac-
cesses, because atomics are always slower than volatile accesses on
both classes of GPU.

Backoff will probably not help Tesla algorithms, simply because
DRAM operations are so slow, the backoff would have to be very
large to compensate, and still might trigger contention due to the
number of concurrent accesses. On Fermi, backoff could prove
quite useful. The execution time of an atomic is very quick, thus
allowing for much smaller windows in the backoff algorithm.
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ing threads/blocks reach a specific point in code before any
thread/block may progress beyond that point.

Mutex A synchronization primitive that guarantees mutual exclu-
sion and serialized access to a critical section, which is ac-
complished via lock() and unlock() methods.

Semaphore A synchronization primitive that guarantees that no
more than n threads/blocks can access a critical section si-
multaneously, which is accomplished via wait() (similar to
lock()) and post() (similar to unlock()) methods.

Spinning (CPU) When a thread continuously monitors for a change
of state by polling a memory location.

Spinning (GPU) When a thread uses processor time to simultane-
ously wait for a change of state and then modify that state.
This is done by aggressively accessing a memory location
using an atomic operation (e.g. atomicExch()).

Sleeping/Blocking (CPU) When the OS puts a thread to sleep un-
til a certain condition has been met. This frees up all processor-
specific resources consumed by a thread and prevents the
thread from receiving processor time.

Sleeping/Blocking (GPU) When a thread or block polls a mem-
ory location continuously using volatile memory accesses,
waiting for a change of state before advancing. An SM can
never put a block to sleep (in the GPU programming model, a
block must execute until completion and cannot be swapped
out); at least one thread will always request cycles on the
SM. And the SM cannot temporarily reallocate resources
such as registers and shared memory; the block must fully
finish execution first. This is not a sleep in the CPU sense of
the word (meaning a thread consumes no processor-specific
resources), but it is the least performance-impacting method
of waiting available on the GPU.

Fetch-and-Add Mutex A common instruction on many proces-
sors is the “fetch-and-add”/“atomic increment” instruction.
This instruction can be used to write an efficient mutex with
minimal atomics. Essentially the mutex has two variables:
a ticket and a turn. In lock(), a thread uses fetch-and-add to
atomically increment ticket, then waits until turn matches the
returned value from the fetch-and-add. In unlock(), a thread
simply uses fetch-and-add to increment turn.

Backoff When a spinning thread does meaningless work to tem-
porarily relieve contention of a resource (e.g. the memory
bus).

Centralized Algorithm When all participating threads/blocks use
a single resource, such as the same word in memory, to com-
plete the majority of an operation.

Decentralized Algorithm When each participating thread/block
uses its own unique resource, such as a distinct word in mem-
ory, to complete the majority of an operation.

There are many design decisions we must make for each primi-
tive. Should we use a spin or sleep strategy? Should we use a
backoff algorithm? Should we use a centralized algorithm, or a
distributed/decentralized algorithm? The lowest common denomi-
nator of GPU synchronization primitive is the spin lock, which uses
many atomic operations; we believe we can achieve better perfor-
mance by designing primitives that limit the number of atomic ac-
cesses, because atomics are always slower than volatile accesses on
both classes of GPU.

Backoff will probably not help Tesla algorithms, simply because
DRAM operations are so slow, the backoff would have to be very
large to compensate, and still might trigger contention due to the
number of concurrent accesses. On Fermi, backoff could prove
quite useful. The execution time of an atomic is very quick, thus
allowing for much smaller windows in the backoff algorithm.
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Tesla Reads (ms) Tesla Writes (ms) Fermi Reads (ms) Fermi Writes (ms)

Contentious Volatile 0.848 0.829 0.494 0.175
Noncontentious Volatile 0.590 0.226 0.043 0.029
Contentious Atomic 78.407 78.404 1.479 1.470
Noncontentious Atomic 0.845 0.991 0.437 0.312
Contentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 0.923 0.915 1.473 0.824
Noncontentious Volatile preceded by Atomic 0.601 0.228 0.125 0.050

Table 1: Times for different numbers and types of memory accesses on Tesla and Fermi. The results for each were obtained by performing one thousand
memory accesses per block with a fully saturated GPU (240 blocks on Tesla, 128 blocks on Fermi). The comparison of results on the same GPU is important,
the comparison of absolute results between Tesla and Fermi does not matter. With contentious memory accesses, each block accesses the exact same four-byte
word continuously. With noncontentious memory accesses, each block accesses its own unique four-byte word continuously. All accesses are cached on
Fermi, and none are cached on Tesla (Tesla has no cache).

Algorithm 1 A spin lock implemented on NVIDIA GPUs using
CUDA. On the CPU, the user first allocates a word of memory and
sets it to zero. On the GPU, to acquire the lock, a thread will simply
continue to atomically exchange the value of the lock with 1. If the
old value is ever 0, it means the lock is free and the thread then just
acquired the lock. To return the lock, a thread simply sets the value
back to 0. This is a less-than-ideal implementation, especially on
the GPU, due to the high atomic contention involved in acquiring
the lock. Also, we use atomicExch() instead of a volatile store and
threadfence() because the atomic queue has predictable behavior,
threadfence() does not (i.e. it can vary greatly in execution time if
other memory operations are pending).
function CPU: CreateSpinLock
1: X AllocateGPUWord()
2: *X 0
3: return X

function GPU: SpinLock(Lock)
1: Locked false
2: while Locked = false do
3: OldVal atomicExch(Lock, 1)
4: if OldVal = 0 then
5: Locked true
6: end if
7: end while

function GPU: SpinUnlock(Lock)
1: : atomicExch(Lock, 0)

divided into contentious accesses and noncontentious accesses. At
the final level, we divide the sets into read/load benchmarks and
write/store benchmarks.

The GPU is made up of a number of shared multiprocessors (SMs,
essentially vector processing units). Each SM can hold up to a fixed
number of blocks at any one time (both GPUs we consider allow
up to eight), depending on kernel resource usage (e.g. registers per
block), so we can saturate the SMs and achieve maximum memory
bandwidth with very few blocks. Thus we do not have to worry
about block start-up/spin-down costs affecting our timings.

The GPU already has very fast intra-block synchronization intrin-
sics, and it makes little sense to have hundreds of threads in the
same block contending for the same primitive. Hence the work
we describe here has block semantics, meaning an entire block (or
only one thread within a block) acquires a mutex/semaphore rather
than each individual thread (note this does not preclude a block
from holding more than one resource at a time). Block semantics
are common in GPU programming; because inter-block synchro-
nization is much more expensive than intra-block synchronization,
it is more efficient to have only one request per block then use the
faster intra-block synchronization mechanisms to arbitrate between
threads in a block.

Our benchmarks test the memory system when memory locations
are accessed by only a single thread per block (we refer to the se-
lected thread as the master thread). In each benchmark, the mas-
ter thread simply performs its type of memory access (e.g. con-
tentious atomic read) one thousand times. For contentious mem-
ory accesses, every master thread continuously accesses the same
four-byte word. For noncontentious accesses, they repeatedly ac-
cess their own unique four-byte word that lies within its own 256-
byte boundary, so the words are not on the same memory line.
Volatile loads (VLs) and stores (VSs) are self-explanatory. For
atomic reads, we use atomicAdd(memory, 0) and for atomic writes,
we use atomicExch(memory, 0).

We implemented an additional four tests beyond the aforemen-
tioned eight. Because atomics are slower than volatile memory
accesses, it could be beneficial to limit the number of atomic ac-
cesses necessary and perform all/as much of the necessary atomic
accesses as early as possible, and to then rely only on volatile ac-
cesses at the end of the algorithms. However, as atomics essentially
serialize memory transactions, we wanted to investigate what hap-
pens to the memory system when a volatile access immediately

We would like to thank NVIDIA architect anonymous for his valu-
able insights into the GPU hardware, especially the memory system
and atomic units.



Synchronization Primitive Design

• Evaluated designs for barrier, mutex, semaphore

• General strategies:

• Minimize atomics

• Avoid contentious atomics

• Sleeping is often a win
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Knuth’s Algorithm for shuffling
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methods require more data movement. We will briefly describe69

three lock-based permutation generators (from which we select the70

best-suited) and the sort-based permutation generating algorithm.71

2.1 Lock-Based Methods72

Random Dart The Random Dart method inserts indices into ran-73

dom cells based on distance. One can think of lining up all cells74

into a straight line, then each index throws itself at the line and tries75

to insert itself wherever it lands. If a cell is already taken, that index76

tries again on the next iteration.77

On a massively parallel system this method has quite a few prob-78

lems. First, we can have many iterations, especially if the size of79

the generated permutations is quite large. If we consider one of the80

last few indices that need to be inserted, we see that the probability81

that an element is inserted at any stage approaches 1/n, resulting in82

a possibly non-convergent method for large n.83

This can be avoided by adding reduction stages after a number of84

dart-throwing iterations, or by creating an insertion space much85

larger than the number of elements we need to generate. How-86

ever, both of these fixes add significant overhead. The first may87

require extra iterations and compaction steps, while the second re-88

quires much more space and one very large compaction stage.89

Random Send Random Send treats each thread as a dynamic90

work queue. This method is performed in two sweeps. First, each91

thread processes a set of indices and sends them to other random92

threads’ work-queues. Each thread then performs a random permu-93

tation (independently) on its locally managed queue. The results94

for these are then concatenated to create the final permutation. This95

requires atomic locks for updating each thread’s work-queue, and96

implementation difficulties regarding the size of each queue only97

having a loose bound of n (O(pn) storage).98

We could instead build a test-reject system, where we utilize99

smaller queues, but this would add extra bias to our system. Due100

to the problems in Random Send and Random Dart, we focus our101

attention on Knuth’s algorithm.102

Knuth’s Algorithm Knuth’s algorithm performs swaps between103

pairs in order to create a random permutation. The key is that each104

element swaps with a location either greater than or equal to its lo-105

cation, rather than swapping with any location. This ensures the106

number of possible outcomes through swapping is divisible by n!107

(the number of possible permutations) with each outcome being108

equally possible, which creates a theoretically bias-free permuta-109

tion. Below is the pseudo-code for the parallel implementation of110

Knuth’s Method. For more information and a detailed proof on its111

bias, we refer you to Anderson et al. [1990].112

Algorithm 1 Parallel version of Knuth’s algorithm
procedure KnuthPermuteParallel (int a[])

1: for i=1 to n do {in parallel}
2: j = rand(n-i)+i
3: lock(a[i]); lock(a[j])
4: swap(a[j], a[i])
5: unlock(a[i]); unlock(a[j])
6: end for

In our GPU implementation of the parallel variant of Knuth’s al-113

gorithm, we use Tzeng and Wei’s GPU-based random number gen-114

erator [2008], and then apply our lock-based strategy as shown in115

the pseudo-code. We perform a memory-to-memory atomic swap116

using an auxiliary array of locks, one per item, acquiring locks for117

the source and destination before performing the swap. To avoid118

deadlock, we always lock the item with the smaller index first.119

We expected that this implementation would generate a bias-free120

permutation on a GPU. However, our initial results were clearly bi-121

ased (Figure 1(a)). What we found was that the hardware scheduler122

gives priority to certain warps and threads, locking certain elements123

more often (making them unavailable for swap by other threads).124

This introduces bias into our generated permutations. We will dis-125

cuss our investigation into the causes of this bias, and in the steps126

we took to remove this bias. First, though, we will briefly describe a127

sort-based implementation of a permutation-generating algorithm.128

2.2 Random Sort129

Performing a key-value sort on a set of random numbers will also130

generate a bias-free random permutation. One major advantage to131

this implementation is that we no longer have to deal with global132

memory atomics (locks), removing any concerns of scheduler-133

induced bias. Sort also has more ordered (coalesced) data reads and134

writes than a random process such as a lock-based method. How-135

ever, sort requires more overall data movement than lock-based136

methods.137

We test two GPU-based radix sort methods. The first uses Satish et138

al.’s GPU sort [2009] and the second uses Merrill and Grimshaw’s139

GPU sort [2010], which is heavily optimized for Fermi-based140

cards. We use Tzeng and Wei’s GPU-based random number gener-141

ator [2008] to generate the keys for our sort-based approach.142

3 GPU Implementation143

Anderson [1990] demonstrated that a parallel version of Knuth’s144

algorithm should be bias-free. Figure 1(a) shows an example his-145

togram of final index values for our implementation of this algo-146

rithm. A flat-gray image would mean that all elements permuted to147

all indices the same number of times. Since there is randomness in-148

volved, a gray-noise histogram with no visual artifacts would imply149

that we has built a bias-free random permutation generator. Because150

our initial implementation is clearly biased, we could only conclude151

that though the algorithm was bias-free, the hardware was not. Un-152

fortunately, modern GPUs provide no guarantees about the fairness153

of conflict resolution. Thus we come to the contribution of this154

paper: using this application to identify three sources of hardware155

bias on our NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 hardware, and proposing156

software methods to mitigate this bias.157

We identify the following three sources of hardware bias:158

Thread Index Priority Threads working within a warp are exe-159

cuted in lockstep. However, if multiple threads within a warp160

wish to lock the same location, earlier threads in the warp161

have priority.162

Warp Scheduling Bias In the CUDA programming model, warp163

scheduling is abstracted from the programmer. The hardware164

that schedules warps is not fair. Warps from blocks with lower165

indices are more likely to be scheduled than those from higher166

block indices. This also adds bias into our system, as lock167

contention is not evenly distributed.168

Memory Indexing Bias Even if we are to purely randomize warp169

and thread ordering, we still see inherent bias when requesting170

locks in global memory. If we completely randomize which171

thread locks which memory address, memory addresses with172

lower indices are more likely to be locked first.173

We address this bias by adding randomization at the thread, warp,174

and memory addressing levels. To characterize our progress, we175

will estimate the resulting permutation bias in three ways: a 2D176

histogram showing the frequency of occurrence of each element for177

each position; a line-plot (the worst-case probability distribution of178

2

• For each item i (left to right), swap that item with a 
randomly chosen item j where j ≥ i

How do you tell if it worked?

Recent work in our group. 
Unpublished. Written in 
an unconventional style. 

Looking for venue.

[joint work with Andrew Davidson and Anjul Patney]



Original implementation
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Reindex warps
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Reindex warps

...

0 1 2 3

32 33 34

64 65 66 ...

...

... ... ... ... ...

... 1 warp
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...

0 32 64 96

1 33 65

2 34 66 ...
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... ... ... ... ...

... 1 warp
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3 35 67 99
C C: Card #
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Random waits on warps
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Random swap left/right



Recursive Subdivision is Irregular
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Patney, Ebeida, and Owens. “Parallel View-Dependent Tessellation of Catmull-Clark Subdivision Surfaces”. HPG ’09.







Static Task List

Input Input Input Input Input

SM SM SM SM SM

Output

Atomic Ptr

restart
kernel

Daniel Cederman and 
Philippas Tsigas, On Dynamic 

Load Balancing on Graphics 
Processors. Graphics 

Hardware 2008, June 2008. 



Private Work Queue Approach

• Allocate private work queue of tasks per 
core

• Each core can add to or remove work from 
its local queue

• Cores mark self as idle if {queue 
exhausts storage, queue is empty}

• Cores periodically check global idle 
counter

• If global idle counter reaches threshold, 
rebalance work gProximity: Fast Hierarchy Operations 

on GPU Architectures, Lauterbach, 
Mo, and Manocha, EG ’10



Work Stealing & Donating

I/O
Deque

I/O
Deque

I/O
Deque

I/O
Deque

I/O 
Deque

SM SM SM SM SM

Lock Lock ...

• Cederman and Tsigas: Stealing == best performance and scalability 
(follows Arora CPU-based work)

• We showed how to do this with multiple kernels in an uberkernel and 
persistent-thread programming style

• We added donating to minimize memory usage

Stanley Tzeng, Anjul Patney, and John D. Owens. Task Management for Irregular-Parallel Workloads on the GPU. HPG ’10.



Ingredients for Our Scheme

34

What is the proper 
granularity for tasks?

How many threads to 
launch?

How to avoid global 
synchronizations?

How to distribute tasks 
evenly?

Warp Size 
Work Granularity 

Uberkernels

Persistent Threads

Task Donation 

Implementation questions 
that we need to address:



The Programmable Pipeline

Input 
Assembly

Tess. 
Shading

Vertex 
Shading

Geom. 
Shading Raster Frag. 

Shading Compose

Split Dice Shading Sampling Composition

Ray Generation ShadingRay Traversal Ray-Primitive 
Intersection



The Programmable Pipeline

Input 
Assembly

Tess. 
Shading

Vertex 
Shading

Geom. 
Shading Raster Frag. 

Shading Compose

Split Dice Shading Sampling Composition

Ray Generation ShadingRay Traversal Ray-Primitive 
Intersection

Bricks & mortar: how do we 
allow programmers to build 

stages without worrying about 
assembling them together?

Pipeline Stages

Us
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“If you were plowing a field, which 
would you rather use? Two strong 

buffalo or 1024 chickens?”

—Seymour Cray


